
Fortune/Victor Taichung at NPE 2015 

Fortune / Victor Taichung Machinery are proud to introduce the new V8800 
control at NPE 2015. The factory celebrated their 60 year anniversary last 
year with purchasing a large piece of land to develop in Taichung Industrial 
Park. The new factory will be completed in three years. The Energy Saving (ES) 
models were introduced a decade ago. The ES model now account for half of 
all the 120 units being produced monthly at this time. 
 

 
 

New Generation V8800 Control 
 Intuitive 15” touch screen framed by a keyboard 

- The swivel mounted 15” LCD high resolution touch screen, graphical 
user interface, can be optimally positioned for each operator, allowing an 
easy setting position and easy access to the mold area. 
- Individual forward and retract manual movement buttons for each axis. 
 

 Simple friendly operation interface 
- Mold settings can be transferred using a USB drive. 
- The internal memory allows for up to 1000 molds to be stored, and the 
USB port enables mold settings to an external USB memory stick. 
 

 Set point overview screen 
- Single screen for setting clamp position, ejector position, charging, 
injection, temperatures, air eject and other options. 
- Great for quick setups and adjustments. 
- Improves operator setup efficiency. 
- Pop-up keyboard for data and text entry 
- Production management – quality control 
 



Energy Saving (ES models) --- almost equivalent to all 
electric molding machines. 

 Quick response --- Injection response time (Standard mode). 
 Stability in low-velocity/low-pressure & wide range --- Injection velocity: 

From ultra-low to high velocity range. 
 Linearity --- Excellent linearity in both injection velocity and injection 

pressure. 
 Excellent injection holding pressure performance --- Capability in 

sustaining high injection holding pressure longer (as compared with all 
electric types). 

 Reduction in the amount of hydraulic oil. 
 Silent! (Low noise) Almost equivalent to all electric molding machines. 
 Suitable tonnage --- All toggle models from 50 up to 1600 metric tons. 
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